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Abstract 
 

This work deliberates the MHD flow of Carreau liquid past a stretching plate with thermal radiation, viscous dissipation and Joule heat-

ing. Additionally, partial velocity slip and Newtonian heating effects are included in our study. The similarity transformations are used to 

convert the governing dimensional partial differential equations into dimensionless ordinary differential equations. Homotopy analysis 

method (HAM) is employed to find the convergent series solutions of the governed non-linear ordinary differential equations. It is found 

that the magnetic field parameter slowdown the liquid motion and rises the liquid temperature. In addition, heat generation parameter 

enhances the thermal boundary layer thickness and chemical reaction parameter suppresses the solutal boundary layer thickness. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to its several industrial and engineering applications, many 

researchers are interested to study the boundary layer flow and 

heat transfer over a stretching plate. For example, polymer extru-

sion, wire drawing, glass fiber production, stretching of plastic 

films, etc. The problem of boundary layer flow and heat transfer 

over a stretching sheet was investigated by Rushi Kumar [1].  He 

found that the velocity boundary layer thickness enhances with 

raising the convective parameter. Few studies on boundary layer 

flow and heat transfer over a stretching sheet are [2]-[7]. 

The simplest generalized Newtonian fluid is the power-law model. 

But this model cannot predict the viscosity for very small or very 

large shear rates. Carreau fluid model overcome this restriction 

and valid for very small or very large shear rates. This model was 

initiated by Carreau [8] in 1972. In combustion chambers, propul-

sion devices for aircraft, nuclear plants and solar power technolo-

gy, the impact of thermal radiation is more important. In this re-

gard, many researchers are interested to study the thermal radia-

tion effect in different fluids, see [9]-[14]. 

Motivations of the above studies, the present study is made on 

boundary layer flow and heat transfer of MHD mixed convective 

flow of Carreau liquid with thermal radiation, viscous dissipation, 

partial velocity slip and Newtonian heating in detail. 

 

2. Mathematical Formulation: 

 
We consider the 2D flow of a Carreau liquid past a stretching 

plate with velocity          . The  -axis is taken along the 

plate and  -axis is perpendicular of the plate. A constant magnetic 

field of strength   is applied on the   direction and the fluid 

makes electrically conducted. We assume the plate temperature is 

   and concentration is    which is always higher that the free 

stream temperature    and concentration   . In addition, the 

liquid phase is chemically reacted, heat generating or absorbing 

and viscous dissipated. The effect of Joule heating are retained. 

The heat transfer is happening with radiation and Newtonian heat-

ing. The boundary layer equations with the above assumptions are 

considered as follows [7],    
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where   ,   ,       ,  ,    ,  ,      ,   ,  ,       and    are 

the is the  -direction velocity,  -direction velocity, kinematic 

viscosity, power law index, time constant, electrically conductivi-

ty, density, fluid temperature, thermal diffusivity, Stefan-

Boltzmann constant, mean absorption coefficient, specific heat, 

internal heat generation(>0) or absorption(<0), concentration, 

mass diffusivity and the coefficient of chemical reaction, respec-

tively. 

          The supporting boundary conditions are 
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We use the following similarity variables for converting the di-

mensional boundary layer equation into dimensionless equations, 
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The dimensionless form of the equations (2-4) are  
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with the boundary conditions    
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 are the   Weissenberg number, magnetic field parame-

ter, Prandtl number, thermal radiation parameter, Eckert number, 

internal heat generation/absorption parameter, Schmidt number, 

chemical reaction parameter,                    suction/injection param-

eter, slip parameter and  thermal conjugate        parameter, respec-

tively. 

 

Since the local Nusselt number and local Sherwood number are 

important physical parameters, they are defined as follows, 

   √   (  
 

 
  ) (  

 

 ( )
) and    √       ( ). 

 

HAM Solution: 

The governing non-linear ordinary differential equations (7)-(9) 

with the boundary conditions (10) are solved using homotopy 

analysis method. The initial guesses of HAM solutions are 

  ( )     
 

   
(     (  )) ,   ( )  
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 and 

  ( )     (  ).These convergent series solution contains the 

auxiliary parameters        and    and these parameters are ad-

just and control the HAM series solutions. The       and    

curves are displayed in the Figure 1. It is concluded from this 

figure that the range values of             ,         

    and           , respectively. It is observed that our 

HAM solutions convergence in the whole region of   when 

             

 

Result and Discussion: 

In this section, we analyze the impact of various physical 

parameters on velocity, temperature and concentration profiles in 

graphical form with fixed values of Prandtl number (    ) and 

Schmidt number (    )  Table 1 presents the order of 

approximations of     ( )    ( )  and    ( )  which are 

necessary for a convergent of a solution. It is found  that 15thorder 

of approximation is enough for the velocity and temperature 

profiles and 20th order of approximation is  sufficient for 

concentration profile. Table 2 shows the comparison of the local 

Nusselt number for different values of            and    

values with Hayat et al. [7]. It is found that our results are in good 

agreement. 

The impact of Weissenberg number, slip parameter, magnetic 

field and suction/injection on velocity profile is shown in Figures 

2(a-d). It is seen that the momentum boundary layer thickness 

enhances with increasing the Weissenberg number and it reduces 

with rising the slip parameter, magnetic field parameter and 

suction/injection parameter. The behavior of magnetic field 

parameter, Eckert number, heat generation/absorption parameter 

and  thermal conjugate parameter on temperature profile is 

illustrated in Figures 3(a-d). We found that the temperature and 

thermal boundary layer thickness increase with enhancing the 

magnetic field parameter, Eckert number, heat 

generation/absorption parameter and  thermal conjugate parameter. 

Effect of chemical reaction and suction/injection parameter on  

concentration profile is depicted in Figures 3(a-b) and found that 

the solutal boundary layer thickness reduces with enhancing the 

chemical reaction parameter and suction/injection parameter. 

The correlation equations of the local Nusselt number and local 

Sherwood number are  
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This equation is valid in the range of                 
                            and      
 with maximum error of 0.08. 

 

3. Conclusions: 

 

We investigate the partial slip and Newtonian heating on convec-

tive flow of a Carreau liquid past a stretching plate with magnetic 

field, Joule heating, suction/injection and heat genera-

tion/absorption. The momentum boundary layer thickness reduces 

on enhancing the magnetic field parameter and slip parameter and 

it rises by increasing the Weissenberg number. The thermal 

boundary layer thickness rises with increasing the magnetic field 

parameter, Eckert number, heat generation/absorption parameter 

and  thermal conjugate parameter. The solutal boundary layer 

thickness drops with the chemical reaction and suction/injection 

parameters. 

 
Table1: Order of approximation of     ( )    ( ) and    ( )  

Order     ( )     ( )    ( ) 

1 0.56063 0.77083 1.58333 

5 0.55400 0.77540 2.10686 

10 0.55395 0.77535 2.13821 

15 0.55395 0.77536 2.13917 

20 0.55395 0.77536 2.13920 

25 0.55395 0.77536 2.13920 

30 0.55395 0.77536 2.13920 

35 0.55395 0.77536 2.13920 

40 0.55395 0.77536 2.13920 

 

Table2: Comparison of local Nusselt number for different values of 

           and    values with Hayat et al. [7]. 

              Present Study Hayat et al. [7] 

0.0 0.5 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.46993 1.46992 

0.36     1.46223 1.46224 

0.64     1.45729 1.45730 

0.04 0.0 0.2 1.0 1.0 1.17625 1.17625 

 0.4    1.40679 1.40679 

 0.6    1.53295 1.53289 

0.04 0.5 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.46724 1.46722 

  0.3   1.47083 1.47082 

  0.6   1.47526 1.47525 

0.04 0.5 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.93093 0.93093 

   0.4  1.18575 1.18575 

   0.8  1.38270 1.38271 

0.04 0.5 0.2 1.0 0.9 1.37418 1.37416 

    1.2 1.65053 1.65045 

    1.4 1.82349 1.82764 
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Figure1: h curve of    ( )   ( ) and   ( ). 
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(b) 
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(d) 

Figure 2: Velocity profile different values of  Weissenberg number (a), 

slip parameter (b), magnetic field parameter (c) and suction/injection 
parameter (d). 
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(d) 

Figure 3: Temperature profile for  different values of magnetic field 

parameter (a), Eckert number (b), heat generation/absorption parameter (c) 
and conjugate parameter (d). 

 

 
(a) 

 

                                                             (b) 

Figure 4: Concentration profile for different values of  chemical reaction 

parameter  (a) and suction/injection parameter (b).    
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